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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
Warning - This Publication
may contain some TRUTH

A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2323 67 Havelock St Summerhill Hare: Bugsy

Run report for run 2323 “ Bugsy’s Summerhill Marathon Run“

Another perfect Hashing night in sunny Summerhill no rain for over two weeks but the nights are getting cold
certainly fire pot weather. Bugsy has not lit the fire pot to make sure no sludge arse runners pike out on the
marathon run. The barrel has not been cracked. Bugsy calls ON ON torches are definitely required as a fair bit of
the trail is through the bush tracks head down Havelock St, we are on chalk and flour. Thumbs leads the pack off
with a traditional blast on the horn. The trail soon leaves the bitumen and heads into the Havelock reserve. The
flour trail leads the pack through the reserve onto Castleford St into the Willow Creek easement which leads
back into the Havelock reserve to a check on Holyman Drive. Sprocket soon picks up the trail heading west on
Mt Leslie Rd. A left into Nicole St through a laneway into another reserve this time the Molecombe Drive reserve. Exiting onto Somerset Place, all the streets in this are have walkways joining each other. The trail winds
its way through these walkways finally coming to a check on the corner of Grantham Close and Cheltenham
Way. Hashers are checking in all directions without success until Fingers remembers there is a way into the las
Vegas Drive bush lands. ON ON is finally called, through the bush onto Las Vegas Drive into the Buckingham
place reserve to the ON HOME sign as the pack emerges onto Richard. A brisk 1500 metre walk and the pack
which has fully regrouped pack arrives back home to find Delly has hashed home fired up the fire pot and
cracked the barrel. A fitting end to one of the best winter runs we have had this year may be on the top of the
list for an annual award only time will tell.

ON ON
The keg of beer has been in the fridge all week and is pouring to perfection, Bugsy has loaded his new fire
pot to the brim enough heat is been generated to heat the entire suburb of Summerhill. Magpie has
emerged from the kitchen with a couple of platters of nibblies. Goblet has consumed so much he puts his
premium burgers back in his bag for next week. The Monk is not with us tonight Rickshaw has the raffle
gear and the ON Down Mugs. The Hash cash is running late as he has a flat battery in the 4 wheel drive,
Fingers has the flue downs s couple of quick ales and heads home to recuperate. The Riverside crew are
the last to leave and hit the road at about 10:30 Pm.

The Wayward Kiwi [Sheep Dip] Rigged Raffle:
Fingers: Chopper Read video’
Derbs: Six Pack Boags traveller.
Hash Pash: Beanie with a Led Headlight.
Someone: Led Head light

On Downs:
Bugsy: The Hare
Slo Mo: Top tipster round 9
Hash Pash: The worlds worst joke where is Tyles [when you need him]
Sprocket: Running his car through a farmers fence at Deloraine.

The New 2018 Committee The Committee that “Doesn’t Compromise on giving less ”
GM: Blakey JM: Slomo, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Sheep Dip Trail Master: Fingers, Horn: Thumbs, Lip: Loggey, Scribe: Run report
is now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 29th May 32 Rowland Cres Summerhill Hare: Fingers
Tuesday 12 June 11Hubert Way Youngtown Hare Blakey

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) LH4

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 31st May 19 Gladman St East Launceston
Hare : Loan Shark/ Sheep Dip
Joke of the Week

THE J.M’s Footy Tipping
Somethings are expected in
AFL like Collingwood fans
brawling the Grand final to be
in September Carlton at the
bottom but OMG My mighty
Hawks going down two weeks
in a row

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
Who has been
doing Bugsy’s
footy tipping

Are you doing
Bugsy’s tipping

Check with
Magpie

No way if he was a
Magpie supporter I
would

